TOILETS

2-PIECE

1.28/0.8 GPF (4.8/3 LPF)

Sydney Smart II
Easy Height
Elongated
Simply incredible performance. The new
Sydney Smart II High Efficiency Toilet (HET)
combines the power of Caroma® innovation
with simplicity of design. Powerful enough
for the most demanding commercial setting,
innovative enough for any home.
· 1.28/0.8 gallon (4.8/3 litre) two button dual
flush HET toilet
· Caroma®’s signature trapway is fully glazed
and twice the size of the industry standard,
virtually eliminating clogs
· 12” rough in
· ADA Bowl height 16½”
· MaP Premium Labelled 1000 grams
· Includes 326202W Soft Close - Elongated Seat
· Note: Sydney Smart II replaces the Sydney Smart but

components of the two models are not interchangeable

DESCRIPTION

CODE

WEIGHT (LBS)

Sydney Smart II Tank

302100W

37

139

305102W

60

210

97

$349

Sydney Smart II 305 Elongated
Bowl with seat
Tank bowl and Seat

LIST PRICE

Additional Highlights

Signature Trapway
· At more than twice the size of standard North
American trapways, Caroma® eliminates
clogging.*
· *It is not waste that typically clogs toilets but paper products. The massive
Caroma® trapway has been tested for decades in extreme conditions all
over the world with almost perfect success! To clog a Caroma® bowl you
would have to use an unreasonably excessive amount of paper.
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Sydney Smart II 305
Easy Height Elongated



1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 l) Water Saving Dual Flush High Efficiency Toilet (HET)
Two Piece Ultra Low Flush (ULF) Vitreous China Washdown Toilet

Sydney Smart II 305 
Easy Height Elongated
1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 l)
Dual Flush HET

Two Piece Ultra Low Flush (ULF)
Vitreous China Washdown Toilet





A modern concept close coupled washdown 1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 l) Sydney Smart II 305 Easy Height
Elongated dual flush high efficiency toilet (HET) featuring unique two button activation providing substantial
water saving compared to other HET or standard toilets and smooth rounded contours for easy cleaning.
The closet bowl has been designed with a 12” (305 mm) outlet rough-in. The tank incorporates a high
performance outlet valve which has been specially developed with the 305 Elongated bowl to ensure optimum
flushing performance. Due to the substantial water saving benefits achieved by the 1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 l) dual
flush system, the toilet is suitable for multi-purpose applications where water conservation is important.

Closet bowl:

305 Easy Height Elongated 1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 l) full flush washdown closet bowl with box
flushing rim.
Floor mounted 12”(305mm) elongated outlet connection.
Sydney Smart II Tank - has a free fitting lid and is suitable for domestic and light commercial
applications.
100 lbs (45 kg).
Standard Bottom Entry Tank -- available as left hand inlet and incorporates a super quiet water
control assembly. Internal overflow only.
The tank is fixed directly to the closet bowl with a robust base fixing system without the need
for wall fixing.
The slow closing elongated seat is included: Code No. 326202W.
White.
All dimensions are in inches and millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations.
Caroma pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its products.
The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice.

Outlet:
Tank:
Weight:
Water Control
Valve:
Fixing:
Seat:
Colors:
Dimensions:
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Sydney Smart II 350

Easy Height Elongated
LH inlet
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Center Line of Outlet
Caroma International Pty Ltd. ABN 90 35 053 413 157

Note: All height dimensions to underside of
closet bowl. Make allowance for bedding.

ā PP

Closet bowl fixing: The closet bowl should
be bedded with an approved silicon caulking.

